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C Lazy U Ranch is proud to announce its inclusion in the eighth edition of 100 Best Family

Resorts in North America, a guidebook written by family travel experts Janet Tice and Jane

Wilford.  Published by Globe Pequot in January 2006, the book features detailed information

about 100 quality family-oriented resorts in the U.S. and Canada. The writers include unique

features about each resort—accommodations; activities; contact information, Web sites;

reservation and payment options, and minimum stay requirements. They even share tips for the

best methods for traveling with children.  

Here’s an excerpt from what the writers wrote about C Lazy U: 

Experienced wranglers match you with just the right horse to call your own during a

vacation stay, and guide you on trail rides through the gorgeous Colorado high country.

Beautiful vistas stretch in every direction, with mountains everywhere. Expect to meet locals

on trail rides—moose, coyotes, owls and even mountain lions share the area.

Tice and Wilford use the book’s preface to explain their use of the word “Best”— what they

believe it does and does not mean, and that to them the word “is a curious adjective, one that is

entirely subjective.” 
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Best is not necessarily the fanciest, the biggest, or the most expensive. Best is not always

the sleekest, the poshest, or the newest. Best, in the context of this book, is what is best

for families. Best is a variety of setting and atmosphere. Best is variety in recreational

interests and prices. Best is a variety in geographical location.  A broad selection allows you

to have choices whether you want to travel far or near.

We searched for the most extensive children’s programs, yet balanced this with an interest in

presenting a good cross section of North America. If we have overlooked your favorite, let us

know,” wrote Tice and Wilford.  


